The thalamus and language revisited.
Regionalization of language function within the left thalamus has been established with language and verbal memory effects of thalamic stimulation during surgery for movement disorders. Three distinct language effects of thalamic stimulation were established: anomia from posterior ventrolateral (VL) and pulvinar regions; perseveration from mid-VL regions; and, a memory and acceleratory effect from anterior VL, described as a "specific alerting response" (SAR). These studies are reviewed in context of pertinent contemporary and recent literature on the thalamic role in memory and language. An explicit mechanistic model for the anomia and SAR effect is proposed. The suggested model for the SAR effect involves secondary switching in the striatum by the activation of thalamostriatal projections, whereas the anomia effect implicates the disruption of the cortical synchronization action of pulvinar via the cortico-pulvinar-cortical projection system. Further experimental data is required to firmly establish these mechanisms.